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the principle on which the whole of this present Western civi-
lization is based: the right of the strong to rule and exploit the
weak. Therefore it is centred round the whole colonial question,
and Hitler and Mussolini are never tired of reminding the world
cf that. And that is exactly the reason why England has raised
the cry of the Empire in danger. This question, therefore, vitally
concerns all of us.
We are against the status quo. We are fighting against it for we
want a change in it. But our alternative is not war, for we know
that the real solution does not lie there. We have an alternative
to offer which is the only solution of this horrible muddle and
the key to future world peace. It is this which I would like to be
placed before the world. It may seem today like a cry in the wilder-
ness; still we know that it is the voice which will ultimately prevail;
and it is those hands which seem so feeble before these mailed
fists that will finally reshape a battered humanity.
You are eminently fitted to give voice to it. India has, I think,
a peculiar place today in the colonies of the world. It has both
a moral prestige and organizational strength enjoyed by few colonies.
The others look id it for a lead in many matters. It has already
shown to the world a superior technique of struggle whose moral
value the world is bound to appreciate seme day. India has, there-
fore, to tell a very distraught and maddened world that there
> another path thr.t humanity must tread, if it vould save itself
from these periodical disasters and bring peace and harmony to
a bleeding world. It is only those who have suffered so much against
this system and who are bravely struggling to change it that can
speak with all the conviction and moral basis necessary, speak
not only for themselves but all the exploited peoples of the world.**
I am sorry I had not seen Shrimati Knmaladevi's
letter to The Chronicle. Try as I will, I simply cannot do
adequate justice to the reading of newspapers. The letter
then remained on my file for want of time to deal with
it- But I think delay has not affected the object of her
letter. Perhaps this is the psychological moment for me
to express what is or should.be India's attitude. I agree
with Kamaladevi's analysis of the motives of the parties
to the war. Both are fighting for their existence and for
the furtherance of their policies. There is, however, this

